
The Victor V-9 features a highly advanced HEPA filtration system 
without the need for expensive HEPA bags. This commercial tub 
vacuum is lightweight and easy to use whilst also being powerful 
and incredibly robust. Ideal for use on large carpets or hard floors. 

The V-9 has been certified to have a 99.9984%* HEPA filtration 
rate, which is 8x higher than HEPA13 healthcare standards. The 
V-9’s unique 5 castor design offers better stability and mobility 
than it’s rivals, ensuring it won’t topple over. The Victor V-9’s 
powerful 600w motor delivers a full diameter intake, with no loss 
of suction, even when the bag is full.

The V9 HEPA filter cartridge captures and traps fine particles, 
such as pollen, dust mites and pathogens, including bacteria, 
reducing the risk of recirculation back into the environment.

 *HEPA delivers certified HEPA13 standards typically demanded 
in Healthcare environments of filtration down to 0.3 microns at 
99.9984% efficiency (i.e. fewer than 300 particles per million).

 Powerful & no loss of suction
High quality 600W motor and fixed HEPA filter ensures motor 
won’t get blocked by the bag even when full.

 Compact, lightweight design
Weighing in at 6kg, this 9l tub vacuum is super light in weight.

 Simple, but built to last
Designed to sustain years of demanding use.

 Easy to Use
Simple to use single switch and intuitive design.

 Made in the UK
Made in our Birmingham factory.

Technical Specifications

Code

V-9

Description

9l HEPA Dry Tub Vacuum Cleaner

Key features
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V-9 HEPA TUB VACUUM CLEANER
600W 9l Commercial Tub Vacuum

High Suction Powerhead
The powerful 600W Ametek 
motor delivers high suction and 
long life performance.

Advanced HEPA Filtration
Our HEPA filter delivers 99.9984% 
efficiency - which is 8 times 
better than HEPA13 healthcare 
standards.

Quick Wind Cable
Vacuum top is designed to store 
the cable. Simply remove the 
hose and spin the V-9 on it’s 5 
castors to easily wrap the cable.

Quick Change Cable
Our ‘plug & play’ cable ensures easy 
storage and simple replacement. 
Cable restrainer ensures cable 
won’t pull out during use

Consumables 

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

SUPER
LIGHTWEIGHT

KG

99.9984%
HEPA
FILTRATION

Code Name
C4900 Quick change cable

C1842 HEPA Filter Kit

SBI6506 Combo Floor Tool

C1704 32mm Crevice Tool

C1705 32mm round dusting brush

C1706 32mm Carpet/Upholstery Brush

AYH2053 2mtr Vacuum Hose

C1700 500mm Stainless Steel Downtube

SBI5520P 9l Paper Filter Dust Bag pk10

V-9
Voltage (V) 230
Capacity (l) 9
Working Width (mm) 270
Motor Power (W) 600
Noise Level (dB) 60
Productivity (m /hr) 250
Airflow (l/hr) 58
Vacuumation (Mbar) 200
Accessory Diameter (mm) 32
Cable Length (m) 12.5
Weight (kg) 6
Dimensions (mm) 510x410x490

HANDLE
Moulded to fit down tube for easy transportation. 

HIGH QUALITY MOTOR
High quality, powerful Ametek 600W Motor.
Delivers high power suction, and lasting performance.

UNIQUE RIGID FILTER
The fixed HEPA filter prevents the motor from becoming 
blocked as the bag fills up. This ensures a high performance 
vacuum at all times - with no loss of suction.

COST EFFECTIVE PAPER BAGS
The Victor V9 filters 99.9984% of dust and air particles, 
so there is no need for expensive HEPA bags. Our fixed 
filter combined with double walled paper bags are cost 
effective and don’t let dust and other particles escape.

IMPACT RESISTANT TUB
High capacity 9l tub made from high impact resistant, 
tough ABS plastic won’t crack or shatter - even with 
continuous use.

5 CASTOR DESIGN
Our 5 castor design, offers much more stability than 4 
wheel versions. This ensures the vacuum will stay upright, 
even when pulled around corners.
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THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAILS

QUICK WRAP CABLE
Simply remove the hose and spin the V-9 on it’s 5 
castors to quickly wrap the cable for neat storage in 
the specifically moulded lid. 

Cable restrainer on handle ensures the quick change 
cable won’t unplug itself during use - even if pulled 
by the cable.

CABLE CLIP
Cable clips neatly into the handle for easy storage.


